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BestMARC Receives Platinum in 2019 Modern Library Awards from LibraryWorks

…with experience with these products/services in their facilities were permitted to judge the products/services, resulting in a truly unbiased score. Each judge scored the product on a numeric basis from…
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Mitinet Wins 3rd Consecutive Modern Library Award

…libraries. Only customers with experience with these products/services in their facilities were permitted to judge the products/services, resulting in a truly unbiased score. Each judge scored the product on a…
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Mitinet Wins 4th Consecutive Modern Library Award

…with experience with these products/services in their facilities were permitted to judge the products/services, resulting in a truly unbiased score. Each judge scored the product on a numeric basis from…
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Mitinet Wins 5th Platinum Modern Library Award

…these products/services in their facilities were permitted to judge the products/services, resulting in a truly unbiased score. Each judge scored the product on a numeric basis from 1-10 on a…
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…Only customers with experience with these products/services in their facilities were permitted to judge the products/services, resulting in a truly unbiased score. Each judge scored the product on a numeric…
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Mitinet Library Services Receives 2nd Consecutive Platinum Award in 2020 Modern Library Awards from LibraryWorks

…in metadata management, is pleased to announce it has received a platinum award in LibraryWorks’ sixth annual Modern Library Awards (MLAs.) The MLAs were created to recognize the top products…
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BestMARC “endless” scrolling, filtering options, next Barcode number, and Academic edition updates

Our latest BestMARC update contains many options requested by users to help you be more productive. Endless scrolling Previously, the My Records grid has always shown a page of data…
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MARC Magician and MARC Wizard Sunsetting

…will be provided.   Despite sunsetting these products, Mitinet is not changing customers’ access to the best products and services available, only the way in which those services are delivered….
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BestMARC Plus

…a better one, keeping any unique information you have from the original. Subject Heading Updates Enhancement options Use the Subject Heading Updates enhancement to standardize and ensure you are using…
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Update existing records in Library World

…click No. When asked if you want to translate tags when importing, click No Trans. On the Catalog Import Options window, uncheck the Translate diacritics when importing check box, check…
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